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SF Local Color Honored by the Painting Contractors Association for Residential Restoration Work
2020 Best Residential Restoration Award Recipient

St. Louis, Missouri (March 3, 2020) – SF Local Color in San Francisco, CA was awarded the Best Residential Restoration Award from the Painting Contractors Association (PCA) for their work restoring a Queen Anne Tower Home.

This Award is part of the Picture it Painted Professionally (PIPP) awards which honor the best work completed by PCA member contractors.

A team of 10 skilled painters and artists from SF Local Color spent four months refinishing the exterior of a four-sided, corner landmark Queen Anne Tower Home in San Francisco, CA.

They used heat guns, sanding machines and hand work to create a solid surface. After preparing the surfaces, the entire home was primed and patched.

The owner of the home requested the original 31 colors, but had not specifications. SF Local Color took paint samples to a local Benjamin Store to make wet samples and create new colors on-site. Once complete, 49 colors were used on the project.

The Best Residential Restoration Award was presented at PCA’s annual EXPO event Feb. 19-21 in Phoenix-Glendale, Arizona.

The Painting Contractors Association (PCA) is an international trade association dedicated to the success of painting contractors through ethics, education and excellence. PCA provides best-in-class professional development training to support practitioners of the trade in reaching their greatest potential.
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